
 

KeyMacro is a tool which enables you to adjust keyboard keys shortcuts, according to your personal preferences. The software
enables you to save predefined custom profiles for all of the most commonly used Windows and Mac keyboard shortcuts. It is
possible to assign functions to keys, as well as configure shortcuts such as the windows-key, CTRL key, space, ALT key, F1,
etc. The program is accompanied by a tutorial which will guide you through the process of configuring keys in order to access
your desired functions. Although KeyMacro is a handy utility, it lacks some of the most recent versions. ITuneMaker
Description: ITuneMaker is a software program which enables you to create a media playlist from an MP3 or WMA music
collection, as well as burn it to a CD, or into a folder. The software can create your music collection in an endless number of
ways, whether you want to group songs by album, artist, genre, year, or even a specific playlist. The playlist created by
ITuneMaker is then burned as MP3 or WMA to a CD or a folder. It is possible to change the format, bit rate, sample rate, as
well as the size and position of tracks, be they placed on the tracklist or the CD. The user interface is simple, and we can access
options by pressing CTRL and clicking on the desired location of the track, the release indicator for the tracks, or the song title.
The menu is rich in options which enable you to include or remove tracks from the playlist, reorder them, change their duration,
and create new playlists. Despite the software’s limitations, it is still a well-designed application which works well enough to
enable even a novice to create impressive playlists. MixPad Description: MixPad is a multimedia audio player which offers the
user the possibility of cutting, pasting and mixing tracks. The program is equipped with a clean and well-designed interface
which can be accessed in 2 ways. Either by simply pressing the "menu" button in the title bar, or by navigating the control panel.
We can use the "Mixing" panel to listen to the various tracks, trim the sections of the clip we want, and select a different source.
It is also possible to paste a new clip and share it on any of the social networks, as well as export it to a WAV, WMA, MP3,
OGG, MP2 or A 45cee15e9a
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Keymacro is a cross-platform utility that allows you to organize the keyboard shortcut mappings for your keyboard. The user
interface is very easy-to-use and simple, while the data is saved in an XML file. This application manages to cover most of the
keyboard layouts, offering you a solution that works on all Windows platforms. In addition, you can easily customize the
program in order to save the custom mappings, which will allow you to bind the keys you need for a specific program.
Keymacro can be installed on a USB flash drive, which allows you to easily carry the program with you. In order to use this
utility, you don’t need to be proficient with programming. The program is also offered as a trial version, so you can easily test
the application before purchasing it. If you have ever looked for a program to help you manage the keyboard shortcut mappings
for your computer, Keymacro might be an option that you can take into consideration. WakeOnLan Description: WakeOnLan is
a utility that can wake-up a computer on a network. This tool can wake up a computer on the network within a certain time,
depending on how you set it up. In order to use this tool, you have to log in to the WakeOnLan website in order to manage all
the settings and personalize the program. For instance, you can enter the domain, specify the computer you want to be woken
up, and choose the time at which you want to wake it up. Once everything is ready, you can simply start the program on the
computer you want to wake up. WakeOnLan is a useful application that helps you wake up a computer on a network. SBCMIDI
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Description: SBCMIDI is a utility that was developed to let users manage the sound synthesizers on their computer. This
application was created for Windows systems only, and therefore it does not include support for Mac or Linux. Although the
user interface might appear a bit complex at first, this application is a very powerful utility with a great number of features. If
you want to link your SBC to your computer, the application will do a good job in creating a virtual MIDI interface that will
allow you to directly control the sound synthesizer. SBCMIDI includes a digital output, which can be connected to audio
equipment that will work with the sound synthesizer
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